Abstract-In this paper, we present a new framework to detect pedestrians in infrared images. The framework consists of a candidate generation module and a classification module, both of which are implemented based on convolution neural network. Specifically, we learned effective segmentation threshold by deep learning methods, and proposed a salient region self-growing algorithm to generate candidates. Besides, we conducted contextaware classification on the candidates to reduce the false positives using cues from the context. We achieved state-of-theart result on a public dataset, which has shown the effectiveness of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Pedestrian detection is of fundamental importance to computer vision due to its widespread application in modern society such as advanced driver assistant system (ADAS). When helping drivers avoid traffic accidents, ADAS based on visible light camera relies on good illumination condition, as a result of which ADAS based on infrared camera is necessary. The characteristic of infrared imaging-higher intensity of objects in higher temperature-brings up a lot of difficulties for pedestrian detection, such as various appearance of the pedestrians, lack of texture features, low resolution of the images and so on.
Even though, plenty of research work has been done on this field. Current pedestrian detection algorithms on infrared images mainly consist of three procedures: candidate generation, feature extraction and classification. The most common used candidate generation method is intensity segmentation [1] , in which threshold values are calculated to separate the pedestrians or just the seemingly brightest heads [3] . Problem is that the threshold values given in these methods are mainly based on observation and experience, thus cannot handle the samples beyond the empirical hypothesis, which are not a few. Besides, the temperature over a pedestrian is not uniform, making it a complicated task to segment the whole pedestrian. And considering the head always being the brightest part of a pedestrian is not a reliable premise.
In the feature extraction step, both traditional and deep learning features have been used, like histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [4] , local binary pattern (LBP) [5] , variations of the two, and convolution features [6] . The extracted features will then be classified as pedestrians or non-pedestrians with a machine learning algorithm, such as support vector machine (SVM) [4] , AdaBoost [4] , sparse representation classifiers [4] and convolution neural network (CNN) [6] . CNN and deep learning has proved its superiority over traditional methods on a lot of computer vision problems, but there still exists a kind of hard negative sample in infrared images, which cannot be correctly detected even with a CNN-based classifier. They come into being because lamps and tires of moving vehicles are in high temperature and constantly changing local environment, which often somehow form a patch highly confusing with the appearance of a pedestrian.
To deal with the problems above, we propose a novel framework for pedestrian detection in far-infrared images. It contains a candidate generation module and a classification module, both of which are implemented based on CNN. For candidate generation, we use a threshold value calculation (TVC) layer, which has powerful study ability, to explore the intensity distribution regularity of pedestrian and learn the threshold. We set a more robust and reliable segmentation objective, and use a salient region self-growing (SRG) layer to locate candidates through the segmented foreground regions. For classification, we implement a context-aware classifier which detects the local context at the same time to promote the performance of the detector. Furthermore, we combine the two modules in a unified network named SCNN.
Contributions of this paper includes:
 A new framework SCNN for end-to-end pedestrian detection in infrared images based on deep learning methods;  A new candidate generation method for infrared images which is implemented in layers of a neural network;  A context-aware classifier which can well handle the hard negative samples in infrared image.
We conducted experiments on a public infrared dataset LSI [7] and a self-established dataset HYG. SCNN achieves stateof-the-art result on LSI, and the effect of each part of it is proved on HYG.
II. FRAMEWORK
The overall architecture of SCNN is illustrated in figure 1 . In this section, we will introduce the details of: candidate generation module, candidate classification module, and the loss function of the network. 
A. Candidate Generation Module
This module includes two layers: the TVC layer and the SRG layer.
1) TVC layer
We adopt the convolution operation to be the threshold computation function, which will automatically get optimized in training. Given an input image I in size 3  W H , TVC layer conducts convolution operation on I with a kernel e in the same size of I. The resultant feature map is a scalar, and can be formulated as:
which is right the threshold value we learned.
2) SRG layer
Candidates are generated in this layer. Taking the threshold T and I as inputs, it will first perform binary segmentation on I. The segmented foreground regions are defined as salient regions, which should include the brightest body parts of each pedestrian on I. Taking a circumscribed rectangle of each salient region as a blob, we are now to obtain corresponding candidates from these blobs.
As aforementioned, the whole body or just head are not optimal segmentation objectives. Instead, we define a constant set WB} LB, UB, {HD,  P , representing the head, upper, lower, and whole of the body, as the range of body parts that a salient region can belong to. P is a more comprehensive hypothesis of which is the brightest part of a pedestrian body, and the parts in P are still valid for we to locate the candidates from them. That is to say, a more elaborate partition, like a hand, will cost much heavier computation to correctly locate the candidates from it, while efficiency is vital to ADAS. x x  ), we will first categorize it into reasonable body parts in P according to its aspect ratio.
Once the position of b is confirmed, obtaining candidates from it is a matter of deciding the scale for expansion. Due to the symmetry of the parts in P, we can develop a uniform set of self-growing rules based on the regularities of structure and proportion of human bodies. Let λ be the horizontal growing coefficient of the left and right sides of b, μ and ν are of the top and bottom sides, and ) (
is the k-th candidate grown from b, we can formulate the self-growing rules as: in which ɛ=1/3 and n=15.
B. Candidate Classification Module
This module contains a basic CNN classifier, and a sub-net conducting local context detection to assist the final decision of the candidates. are fully connected to a 256-d feature vector in FC1 layer, which is a higher-order representation of the candidates. We keep the least parameters when the accuracy no longer goes up in training.
1) CNN for classification

2) Context-aware classifier
We give an example of a hard negative sample aforementioned in figure 1. In the picture labeled "Training Samples", the leftmost box in yellow frame is a typical one. Enlightened by that human can tell the right answer due to the context, we update the detector by enabling it to perceive the surrounding context. When the foreground is not distinguishable any more, we count on the context-aware ability to improve the performance of our detection method.
We adopt neural network model to extract the contextual features and integrate them with the candidate features. For each candidate sent into the classification module, we attach a piece of local context with it, named candidate with local context (CLC). The classification module splits into two streams here, one takes in the candidates as usual (FEC subnet), and the other takes in CLCs (FEL sub-net). FEC focus on recognizing the details of candidates such as intensity, texture and shape features, while FEL performs local context analysis and scene detection.
The candidates and CLCs will be represented in feature vectors at FC1 and FC2 layers respectively, both of which are fully connected layers. To utilize the contextual cue in detection, we use FC3 layer to fully connected to the two vectors simultaneously, and learn the feature fusion function through training of SCNN. By constantly optimizing the parameters of this layer over iterations, an ultimate 256-d feature vector comes into being in FC3. It is context sensitive, and again fully connected to two softmax units next layer. Each of the units computes a value indicating the probability of the candidate being a positive sample.
C. Loss Function
Although we integrate the candidate generation and classification procedures into SCNN, the loss functions of the two are different from each other.
1) Candidate generation
For each input image I, there is an ideal threshold Tg by which we can find every pedestrian in I. We assign Tg the minimum of the four parts' maximum average intensity values of all the pedestrians in I. The L1 distance between T and Tg can measure the loss of T, but not enough. Let } ,..., , { 
2) Candidate classification
In softmax layer at the end of SCNN, each candidate will be scored of how much the probability that it contains a pedestrian. We use negative log-likelihood to measure the loss between the estimation and the real labels of the candidates. The average cost for m candidates ))). , ,
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Dataset and Training
LSI includes 6154 training and 9059 testing images, and HKG includes 17753 and 17005 ones respectively. SCNN is implemented based on Caffe [8] . The training strategy for SCNN is: firstly, using ground truth, shown in red box in figure 1 , and the relevant CLCs, in blue box, to train the context-aware classifier; then training the TVC layer using the same data with the parameters of the classifier part being fixed;
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next using candidates, in yellow box produced in TVC layer, and relevant CLCs, to retrain the classifier; at last we finetune the overall SCNN for further optimization. Each time for training, we randomly select twice as many negative samples as positive ones from the input image, shown in green box.
B. Evaluation and Results
We follow the evaluation criterion given in [9] . Results are shown in the detection error trade-off (DET) curves of miss rate against false positives per image (FPPI). The percentages in the legend are log-average miss rates (LAMR) presenting the overall accuracy of the methods. The lower LAMR is, the better accuracy the method gets.
The left chart in figure 3 shows the result on LSI of our method comparing with the state-of-the-art method [4] and several other well-behaved methods. Our method SCNN, in red color, achieves 15% LAMR and very close performance with [4] , and outperforms it when FPPI is relatively low, owing to the context-aware classifier. The HSC-SRC-ID [4] uses a sparse representation classification. As for other methods, LSK-M3CS [10] uses a linear support tensor machine with LSK channels, achieves 24.64%; HOG-SRC is the old version of [4] , achieves 28%; MMSS [2] is a superpixel segmentation method, achieves 32.62%; FLBP [5] uses the variation of LBP features, achieves 33.16%; CMeans-CNN [6] is also based on CNN, achieves 34%.
The right chart of figure 3 shows the results of several contrast experiments on HYG dataset, which aim at proving the effect of our candidate generation and classification modules. We set a baseline 58.4% with HOG+SVM method, and SCNN reports 18%. Among the contrast experiments, SRG+CNN is SCNN excluding the context-aware part, reports 33.69%; MMSS+CA and ADS+CA replace our candidate generation module with MMSS [2] and ADS [1] while the other operations remain the same as SCNN. The three methods all behave poorer than SCNN to some extent, and the extent shows the effect of the corresponding missing part in SCNN.
IV. CONCLUSION
SCNN reported closely result with the state-of-the-art method on a public dataset, which proves that the framework we propose, a context-aware classifier with SRG algorithm, is effective for pedestrian detection in infrared images.
